Trulia Neighborhoods: UX Research
Executive Summary
Study Goals
•
•
•

Understand users’ search behaviors and living preferences for locating and viewing rental properties
Gain insight into how Trulia users navigate the real estate finder’s unique Neighborhoods and What
Locals Say features to meet their personal and lifestyle needs
Identify users’ prioritization of Trulia’s neighborhood features to understand the website’s usability

Findings and Key Insights
1. Users’ previous rental experience and moving decisions were overall influenced by:
• Preferences for in person browsing and searching for available listings
o Neighbors and neighborhoods gave a more genuine feel for an area; ability to ask questions
o Networking with realtors and driving around potential home areas
• Financial commitments surrounding high pricing costs
• Safety of the area and feeling comforted to walk alone
• Proximity to grocery store amenities and driving distance from work
2. Trulia users’ impressions with the Neighborhoods Overview/ What Locals Say revealed different
lifestyle choices but commonalities among features to gain a feel of a neighborhood:
• ‘Explore the Area’ interactive Google Maps with tab navigation to find what’s around the area
• Local highlights with images and price ranges
3. Users who searched rentals in unfamiliar environments wanted crime rates but consulted outside
sources.
Recommendations
Users’ preference for in person neighborhood visits shows a transparency and authenticity gap in Trulia
Neighborhood marketing and communication of listings.
•

Recommendation: Create short 1–3-minute videos or audio recordings that interview real
residents about their favorite memory within their community

Users didn’t indicate knowledge of Trulia’s removal of crime data, however indicated crime and safety as
a significant factor in moving, and repeatedly consulted outside sources, presenting an opportunity to:
•

Recommendation: Integrate an alternative neighborhood safety measure tool to position Trulia
as the starting point for the rental process

Potential Impact to Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
•
•

Percentage of customers who filled out a “Contact this Property” form after engaging with the
mapped amenities using the “Explore the Area” feature
Percentage of customers who searched available rental property listings after reading the
comments and ratings in the “What Locals Say” feature

Reasons for the Study
About the Product
Trulia, an online real estate platform owned by Zillow, is designed for homebuyers and renters to browse
property listings, with customizable features such as local insights from resident reviews, and map
overlays to find schools and commute details.
Trulia designed a Neighborhoods feature in 2018 to give its users a feel for living in a neighborhood before
committing to moving through photography, infographics, drone footage, and facts about commute time.
Later that year, Trulia launched the What Locals Say feature to hear what residents say about a given
neighborhood through polls and reviews.
Key Performance Indicators
Primary KPIs:
•
•

Percentage of customers who filled out a “Contact this Property” form after engaging with the
mapped amenities using the “Explore the Area” feature
Percentage of customers who searched available rental property listings after reading the
comments and ratings in the “What Locals Say” feature

Additional KPIs:
•

•

Percentage of customers who spent time interacting with the neighborhood insights directly on a
property listing vs the average amount of time spent opening the separate ‘Neighborhoods
Overview’ webpage.
Percentage of customers who clicked and viewed on photos with classification of the outdoors
and streets when visiting a ‘Neighborhood Overview’ webpage.

Project Description
My project explored Trulia users’ neighborhood discovery experience, with an interest in understanding
prospective renters’ values in relocating to a new community, and how they make informed decisions
about where to move. Particular focus was given to the real estate platforms’ unique Neighborhoods and
What Locals Say features.
Study Goals
•
•
•

Understand users’ search behaviors and living preferences for locating and viewing rental properties.
Gain insight into how Trulia users navigate the real estate finder’s unique Neighborhoods and What
Locals Say features to meet their personal and lifestyle needs.
Identify users’ prioritization of Trulia’s neighborhood features to understand the website’s usability.

Existing Literature
The neighborhood has significant weight on American’s sentiments for finding the ideal home, as revealed
in a 2017 Trulia survey in partnership with Harris Interactive.

•
•

“Nearly 5 in 6 Americans (84 percent) said the neighborhood is equally or more important than
the house.”
“80% of Americans said safety was most important when it comes to the neighborhood.”

A Trulia survey of 1,000 Americans released during the launch of the Neighborhoods feature found that:
•
•
•

36% who recently relocated would have moved to a different neighborhood
“48% believe the “vibe” [lifestyle] or feeling of the neighborhood significantly influenced their
decision, followed by commute time (37%) and crime rates (37%).”
“77% agree there is no single reliable source for neighborhood information”

To identify level of crime risk in a given neighborhood, Trulia Neighborhoods added crime maps, released
in 2011, to give prospective renters the ability to view, compare, and interact with proprietary social crime
maps in over 50 U.S. countries. In early 2022, Trulia and several competing real estate companies removed
neighborhood crime data from their home listings due to inaccuracies and bias.
Problem Statement
As a property renter, I need to find available residences that offer an authentic, genuine experience of
everyday life from people who already live there, so that I am upfront about what I am renting as a
prospective local.

Methods and Resources
Participants
I recruited participants from various professional backgrounds, focusing on two target groups:
•
•

Native apartment renters (New to renting/never rented)
Experienced apartment renters (Previous knowledge of rental properties)

Five participants were chosen for the study if individuals were adults (18 years or older), reside in
California with previous rental experience within the last five years, and were somewhat familiar with
Trulia.
Participants were not excluded if they currently own or rent a different residence type (i.e., home), but
had previous apartment rental experience. Another acceptable variation was if a participant primarily
consulted other real estate websites or apps, as long as they included Trulia in their search process.

The table below shows the screening criteria to recruit participants with specific characteristics:
Age

20-65 years old; Average age: 25-34 years old

Gender

3 Females, 2 Males

Geographic location

Currently live in California

Prior Experience with Renting

Participants have prior renting experience in the past 5 years
and are familiar with renting websites and apps.
Participants are familiar with or have used it in the past at
least once (since the release of the Neighborhoods and What
locals Say feature).
All participants are knowledgeable about using computers
and mobile devices.

Prior Experience with Trulia

Tech Experience

Resources
Both participants and moderators required:
•
•
•

A working device (laptop or desktop computer) with internet connection
Access to video camera (Zoom) with screen-recording capability and audio recording equipment
such as a microphone
Notetaking via paper and Microsoft word sheet

Research Methods
I distributed an online quantitative survey via Google Forms to screen participants, including:
•
•
•

Prior real estate property experience
Community/neighborhood characteristics
Behaviors and attitudes surrounding the process of finding and moving to a new neighborhood

To uncover deeper insights from survey responses, I conducted remote semi-structured user interviews
focused on asking direct 1-1 questions to learn:
•
•

Participants’ first-hand experiences in the property search process to meet personal lifestyle
needs, and their values and prioritization of neighborhood features when moving
Opinions, motivations, and frustrations to find, view, and understand neighborhoods overviews

Procedures and Measures
1. A link to a closed ended questionnaire was distributed to gather demographics about each
participant, including questions using a system usability scale to measure usability of Trulia
Neighborhoods.
2. Each participant was greeted at the start of the interview and informed about the study’s purpose.
3. Permission and informed verbal consent to record the interview was asked before introducing the
role they would play while answering any questions.
4. Participants were encouraged to think out loud about their thought process as they respond to:
• Background and discovery questions to learn about current living situations
• Open-ended questions about resources in their rental search, moving decisions,
neighborhood considerations, and thoughts about Trulia and the Neighborhood/What Locals
Say feature.

5. Follow-up questions were asked to delve deeper into participants’ opinions about their
experience and overall site impressions.
6. Participants were asked any questions as the interview closed and were thanked for their time.
Reasons for Choice
•

I recruited people with previous rental experience and/or knowledge of rental property
management to expand the participant pool, while conducting user interviews via Zoom and
phone due to pandemic restrictions while considering geography and scheduling constraints to
save time.

•

I can remain neutral when asking questions during user interviews, as I have lesser-known
knowledge of Trulia, but am comfortable and familiar with Zillow, an equally popular website
with similarities in listing properties.

•

With the high financial commitment of owning a home in a time of rising costs, I was interested
to learn about user’s true motivations and priorities that influence decisions to rent, particularly
how users search and filter using Trulia Neighborhoods feature to help visualize their new
surroundings before making a commitment. While finances are important, I seek to understand
other factors in user’s decision such as geography and crime rates.

Analysis and Insights
Key Insights [So what: what]
Insight 1
Renters need an authentic, immersive experience like a local to envision their new neighborhood.
How might we reassure users that neighborhood photos are reliable and trustworthy?
Most participants engaged with online resources to search for rentals but tended to gravitate towards
in-person browsing for available property listings in prioritizing real estate choices early in the search
process, indicating ‘neighborhoods’ gave a more genuine feel for a new area. Other reasons included the
personal feel of speaking with a realtor and directly with ‘neighbors’ for the ability to ask questions and
driving around looking for ‘now leasing’ signs. 2 of the 5 participants contributed preference for viewing
the apartment layout in person as online pictures looked different and were often misleading and
inaccurate.

Insight 2
Renters seek real time insights from a local perspective about a safe neighborhood before moving.
How might we inform users about the security of a prospective community and nearby places?

5 of 6 user survey participants chose ‘feeling safe’ as the top neighborhood characteristic influencing
decisions to move followed by ‘walkable.’ User interviews confirmed these findings, where the majority
of participants expressed concerns interchangeably with safety and crime. Safety was attributed to feeling
comforted to walk alone at night including areas with well-lighted streets. A task to understand search
patterns for rentals in a new, unfamiliar environment found 4 of 5 participants rely on crime data by
consulting outside crime designated websites/apps to find a specific address.

Insight 3
Renters need local amenities to be comprehensive and available near and around the neighborhood
boundaries.
How might we capture day-in-the-life content of a neighborhood to prevent navigation detours?
User interviews revealed overall that participants’ moving decisions were influenced by proximity to
nearby amenities that were necessary essentials, primarily grocery stores, and/or short driving distance
to one’s workplace. One participant expressed excitement that scrolling neighborhood photos on a
property listing in Trulia showed how many miles away the apartment was from food (.2 miles away).
While participants indicated diverse lifestyle interests (schools, restaurants, culture) from the
predetermined features on the Neighborhoods Overview/What Locals Say, the interactive Google Map
and visuals commonly provided an all-in-one inclusive overview of what’s around the area to enhance the
feel of a potential neighborhood. Following up with differences uncovered in participants’ preferences for
interacting with Trulia Neighborhood found in affinity map findings, a feature prioritization ranked ‘area
highlights’ as primary importance.

Insight 4
Renters need to be shown upfront price breakdowns in their neighborhood location search.
How might we improve users’ ability to locate affordable properties to meet lifestyle flexibility?
‘Pricing’ was a reoccurring theme among most participants’ prior rental experiences when shopping
around for available property listings, values in a neighborhood, and impressions with Trulia and its
Neighborhood features. In user interviews, one participant commented that they check other rentals for
competitive prices, look at price ranges such as maximum amounts, and seek to negotiate contract prices,
while two participants attributed getting a sense of price points online to know what to expect when
looking in- person. Most participants were afraid of financial commitments with the rising price costs,
including extra fees associated with a rental, and prioritized affordability in their decisions.

Analysis Methods and Tools
Heuristic Evaluation
Tools: Canva blank template, laptop

Pro: In the discovery phase prior to testing users, I inspected Trulia Neighborhood features
within a property listing and overview page against a clear, standardized set of usability best
practices with fewer ethical issues.
Con: With concerns that the evaluation only identifies general usability issues that may be
marked “issues” that aren’t actual problems, nor consider user opinion in testing, I combined
this with user interviews.

Framing the Problem
“How Might We?” Statements
Tools: Pen and paper
After uncovering insights where actions weren’t clear in foundation research, I challenged my
assumptions by rephrasing the problem statement in a framework that describes a renter’s
needs from a user’s point of view. I kept it broad enough to leave space for solutions while
encouraging room for exploration that can led to designing opportunities, as further uncovered
in mapping analysis methods.

Identifying Patterns and Priorities
Customer Journey Map
Tools: Raw data (typed interview notes and survey results), Canva blank template, laptop
Pro: To reflect research discovered from qualitative user interviews and complemented with
quantitative survey data, I sketched a visual timeline sequencing a narrative of similar thought
processes and actions found among participants during the interview to convey a renter’s
thoughts, emotions, and pain points to meet their goal of finding available properties in a new,
unfamiliar neighborhood.
Con: Focuses more on a renter-centric lens of actions, behaviors, and expectations experienced
and less on the Trulia website, and its Neighborhood/What Locals Say features; Addressed in
the bull’s eye diagram.
Affinity Map
Tools: Digital whiteboard; pen and paper; sticky notes
Pro: The findings from user interviews (via Zoom) and user surveys (Google Forms) were
organized into color-coded sticky notes to represent each participant as a tangible way to
visually categorize large sets of insights into more focused, clustered groups based on common
themes and patterns among user’s rental experiences and Trulia Neighborhood impressions;
helped in building a journey map.
Con: Conducted individually which may have caused notetaking to be disconnected for Trulia
Neighborhood features and user’s impressions (likes, dislikes, and improvements) as some did
not fit into existing clusters, or see how frequently participants mentioned similar issues,

resulting in difficulty identifying priorities for this area; Further informed with a bull’s eye
diagram.
Bull’s Eye Diagram
Tools: Digital whiteboard; pen and paper; sticky notes
Pro: Gathering participant’s direct experiences interacting with Trulia Neighborhoods overview
page during interviews, I designed a targeted diagram that ranks user’s prioritization of features
in order of relative importance in learning about a neighborhood and identify areas of
improvement.
Con: Articulating reasons for placement of a feature’s importance with limited space in the
innermost circle for highest priorities essential to meet a goal may separate emotion from
decisions; Followed up with affinity map and customer journey map.

Deliverables

Heuristic Evaluation- View PDF

User Interview Quotations-View PDF

Affinity Map-View PDF

Customer Journey Map- View PDF

Bull’s Eye Diagram-View PDF

Recommendations

Priority #1
Problem: Transparency and authenticity gap
User’s preference for in-person visits shows a
promotional issue with Trulia Neighborhoods and
communicating a genuine experience of listings
and surrounding areas.

Figure 1: Property listing on Trulia

Recommendations
[now what]

Put residents at the forefront of neighborhood
overviews

Potential Impact to KPIs

•

Percentage of customers who spent time
interacting with the neighborhood insights directly
on a property listing vs the average amount of time

Create short 1–3-minute videos or audio
recordings that interview real residents about
their favorite memory within their community

spent opening the separate ‘Neighborhoods
Overview’ webpage

Priority #2
Problem: Lack of available info about estimating
safe neighborhoods
Users didn’t indicate an awareness of Trulia’s
removal of crime data on the Neighborhoods
feature, however crime and safety were significant
factors in moving, and outside sources were
generally consulted as part of the rental search.

Figure 2: 'Crime Map' on Trulia (not currently active
on website)

Follow-up questions:
•

Did participants have the same meaning &
connotations for ‘crime’ and ‘safety?’

•

What do participants associate with ‘safety?’
Are there other visual indicators (i.e., lighted
streets) to infer safety?

Figure 3: 'Crime' tab on Trulia listing (removed early
2022)
Recommendations
[now what]
Learn from others for neighborhood safety
insights as alternative options
Observe neighborhoods at different times of day,
and create a visual timeline with comments on
overview page

Potential Impact to KPIs
•

Percentage of customers who clicked and viewed
on photos with classification of the outdoors and
streets when visiting a ‘Neighborhood Overview’
webpage

•

Percentage of customers who searched available
rental property listings after reading the
comments and ratings in the “What Locals Say”
feature

Speak with real estate agents, local law
enforcement, and public safety agencies for
insights and trends
Look at other neighborhood/crime apps for
suggested resources
Consider an interactive, searchable feature with
real-time alerts that allows for comparison of two
neighborhoods

Priority #3
Problem: Is the neighborhood overview
comprehensive in meeting most lifestyle needs?
With only two lifestyle commonalities among
participants overall (grocery stores and work
commute), more research is needed to gauge if a
bigger category is not presented on the ‘Explore
the Area’ map, and if the listed amenities is
representative to a wider demographic.

Figure 4: 'Explore the Area' Map on Neighborhood
Overview for La Jolla

Follow-up question:
•

What amenities do you find important that are
missing from the tabbed map?

Figure 5: Commute map overlay on search page from
Trulia (not currently active on website)

Recommendations
[now what]

Potential Impact to KPIs

•

Personalize the local highlights
Customize neighborhood overview page with
optional short quiz to eliminate viewing
unnecessary info

Percentage of customers who filled out a “Contact
this Property” form after engaging with the
mapped amenities using the “Explore the Area”
feature

Typeable field to enter a work address for more
accurate distance mileage/time from workplace

Priority #4
Problem: Pricing is not prominent on
neighborhood overview
Financial costs associated with moving
influenced user’s real estate decisions
when considering neighborhoods, but
lack of knowing all price breakdowns
presented challenges.
Figure 6: Neighborhood Overview Page for ‘La Jolla’

Recommendations
[now what]

Restructure neighborhood page so
pricing is front and center
Add a graph showing rising home costs
in a given area
Link rent range on neighborhood
overview to more cost breakdowns
Follow-up question:
• Would a calculator be a practical
and functional solution for users?

Potential Impact to KPIs

•

Percentage of customers who clicked on ‘For Rent on Trulia’
to see available listings when visiting a ‘Neighborhood
Overview’ webpage

Appendices
Interview Protocol/ Moderator Guide
Problem Statement
As a property renter, I need to find available residences that offer an authentic, genuine experience of
everyday life from people who already live there so that I am upfront about what I am renting as a
prospective local.

Topics to Investigate

Relative Importance to Topic

Users’ search behaviors to locate a property that
meets personal preferences and lifestyle needs
(e.g., walkability, accessibility & proximity to
schools, transit, and amenities, etc.)

To identify participants’ prioritization of
specific neighborhood features and the
influence of area resident insights from
ratings, reviews, and/or photos about a given
location.

Discoverability/ Effectiveness for users to find,
view, and understand neighborhood overviews

To evaluate the website’s usability for firsttime and experienced users alike, pinpoint
user frustrations with Trulia’s functionalities,
and offer suggestions for improvement.

Moderator Notes for Audio Recordings or Photographs
Ask participant(s) permission upfront to be video/audio recorded and note any accessibility issues.
[Read consent statement aloud and give details about data storage and collection policies; inform them
that you value their privacy, and ask if they have any further questions or need clarification before
participant(s) sign written consent form]

Introduction to Research Study
Hello <participants’ name> and thank you for your participation in this study. My name is Melissa, lead
designer on this school-based project.
The purpose of this study is to discover how users, like yourself, search for and choose a new rental to
live in.

Please feel free to speak your mind and think out loud about your responses. There are no right or wrong
answers- I’m most interested in learning about your own personal experiences, so any feedback is
welcome.

Gaining Informed Consent
Before we begin, I would like to ask your permission to record this [remote or in-person] interview and
take internal notes during our conversation to help me accurately recall information that you share. Your
responses will remain confidential and anonymous and won’t be shared with anyone without your
consent.
Your participation is completely voluntary. If you change your mind for any reason or would like to skip
any questions you feel uncomfortable answering, the recorder will be turned off, the interview will stop,
and the data I collect will be removed from the study.
Is it okay to record this conversation? Yes (start recording)/No

Instructions to Give Participants
A quick overview about what to expect from this 30-minute session: I’ll start by asking you a few
background questions, then move onto activities for you to perform with Trulia’s [website/mobile app].
Do you have any questions or need me to repeat anything before I start?

Background Questions About Participant(s)/ Small Talk
I would like to ask a few questions to get to know you:
•

What does your typical day look like?

•

What are your career goals?

•

What modes of transportation do you typically use?

•

Where do you live and how would you describe your current living situation?
o

Follow-up: How did you find your house/apartment?

Main Questions & Tasks
Questions

Follow-Up Questions

How would you describe your prior experience
with apartment renting?

How often have you moved?

When searching for a place to live, what
considerations do you give to a neighborhood?

•

(If yes) How do you currently search for rentals?
What resources/tools have you consulted to find
a place to live? Where do you usually find real
estate/rental listings?

•

What are some of the features and characteristics
you look for in a rental?

•

Which do you prefer to search, in person or
online, and why? (Online) What must have
criteria do you use to search/browse listings?

•

How do you make decisions about where to
move?

•

What is your experience with moving to your
neighborhood? Tell me a story of how you
decided to move to your neighborhood.

•

How do you interact with the neighborhood
overview page/explore the area? Which feature
would you navigate to first?

•

How much time do you typically spend searching
about a neighborhood (or specific feature on
page)?

What is your experience with using Trulia and the
Neighborhoods feature/What Locals Say?
•
•

What do you like or dislike about Trulia
Neighborhoods?
Tell me what you were thinking the last time you
searched a rental listing in an unfamiliar
environment. What strategies would you use to
learn more about a new community?

Projected Duration for Responses
1 on 1 qualitative interviews, 30-45 minutes per user. Timeframes proposed below are approximate:
Introduction: 5 minutes
Background/Discovery Questionnaire: 5 minutes
Tasks/Scenarios: 20-25 minutes
Closing Statement: 5 minutes

Concluding Statements
Thank you for your participation and time sharing your feedback and insights to help me learn about
Trulia’s rental experience.
Before we wrap up our session, can I help answer any further questions or is there any feedback you
wanted to share that I didn’t ask?

Resource Requirements
Both participants and moderators would require internet connection with access to video camera
(Zoom), and audio recording equipment, browser type, and screen-recording capability.
Notetaking via paper and Microsoft word/excel sheet

Project Plan & Responsibilities
•

Recruit and schedule target participants for user interviews; ask open-ended and think-aloud
questions to demonstrate Trulia Neighborhoods functionality

•

Identify analysis method(s), frame problem, and gather research deliverables

•

Analyze data collection, and finalize executive summary and final report with proposed
project feedback

Behaviors + Demographic Profiles of Target Participants & Screener Questions
A total of 5 participants from various professional backgrounds will be recruited for user research,
focusing on two target groups:

Target Participants
Native apartment renters
(New to renting/never rented)

Experienced apartment renters

Demographic Criteria
•

Screener Questions

What is your annual income?
Average age between
20-65 years old
What home type are you seeking?

•

3 Females, 2 Males

•

Geographically located
in California
What are your reasons for moving?
What is your timeline for living at

How would you rate your familiarity
with computers & mobile devices?

(Previous knowledge of rental
properties via remote real
estate platforms)

your new place? How often how you
moved in the past 5 years?

Acceptable Variations
•

Currently own or rent a different residence type (i.e., home), but have previous apartment
rental experience

•

Primarily consult other real estate websites or apps, but include Trulia in their rental search
process

User Survey- Google Forms

Link to Fillable Survey

